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We study reversible, SO(2)-invariant vector fields in R4 depending on a real
parameter = which possess for ==0 a primary family of homoclinic orbits T:H0 ,
: # S1. Under a transversality condition with respect to = the existence of homo-
clinic n-pulse solutions is demonstrated for a sequence of parameter values = (n)k  0
for k  . The existence of cascades of 2l 3m-pulse solutions follows by showing
their transversality and then using induction. The method relies on the construction
of an SO(2)-equivariant Poincare map which, after factorization, is a composition
of two involutions: A logarithmic twist map and a smooth global map. Reversible
periodic orbits of this map corresponds to reversible periodic or homoclinic solu-
tions of the original problem. As an application we treat the steady complex
GinzburgLandau equation for which a primary homoclinic solution is known
explicitly.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study the existence of homoclinic and periodic orbits as well as their
bifurcation in reversible ordinary differential equations in R4 with SO(2)-
symmetry. The analysis is motivated by the steady complex Ginzburg
Landau equation (cGL)
0=A +aA+b |A|2 A, a=&*2, b=(1+i=) *(*+1), (1.1)
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which, for ==0, is known to have the explicit family of homoclinic solutions
A:(x)=ei:(cosh x)&*. Throughout we will use the normalization *=1+i|
with |>0, such that the origin is a reversible saddle-focus.
The important role of cGL for bifurcation problems on spatially unbounded
domains (e.g. [Doe93, AfM95]) led to several previous studies of its homo-
clinic orbits, see [Hol86, Doe96, KaM96] and references therein. In this
situation homoclinic solutions are physically especially relevant, since they
are spatially localized (exponentially decaying) and thus have finite energy,
see [DF*96, Cha98, MHK98]. However, up to now only perturbations of
the completely integrable problem were treated, i.e. | was supposed to be
small. Numerical work for cGL can be found in [Lan87] where n-homo-
clinic solutions for several n as well as the sequences of periodic solutions
close to n-homoclinic solutions were detected.
In the present work we develop a general theory for reversible SO(2)-
invariant vector fields. Thereby we improve the known results for cGL, in
particular by generalizing them to the case of large |. This is important
since the application in three-dimensional Poiseuille flow (see [AfM95,
AM98a]) needs | in the range between 8 and 18. Moreover, the existence
of the continuous symmetry group SO(2) leads to essential new features
that have no analogues in the theory of generic reversible vector fields
(cf. the review [Cha98] and references therein). Homoclinic bifurcations
to equilibria with a linear part of saddle-focus or saddle-center type in
generic four-dimensional reversible systems, i.e. without SO(2)-symmetry
or Hamiltonian structure, were considered recently in [Ha r98, ChH98]. In
such systems one typically has sequences of n-homoclinic solutions at the
same value of parameter or only on one side of the parameter value where
the primary homoclinic orbit exists.
Our aim is to study dynamics of the phase flow in a vicinity of the
known homoclinic family T:H0( } ) where T: is a representation of SO(2)
and in particular to establish the existence of homoclinic and periodic
orbits for small =. We call these homoclinic orbits, which again form
families of homoclinic solutions, n-pulse solutions to distinguish them from
n-homoclinic solutions in the classical theory. The difference is that an
n-pulse solution does not wind around n times close to one primary homo-
clinic solution T:H0( } ), but follows once each of n shifted homoclinic solu-
tions T:j H0( } ) with suitable :1 , ..., :n before they return to the origin.
Our approach is related to [MHO92] where homoclinic orbits to a
saddle-center (fixed point with eigenvalues of the linearisation [1, &1,
i|, &i|]) in a reversible Hamiltonian system were studied. There the
conserved Hamiltonian was used to reduce the dimension of Poincare
sections from 3 to 2 whereas in the present setting the SO(2)-invariance
gives the desired reduction. However, the reduced Poincare maps have
surprisingly many similar features.
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Our main starting point is a fixed point of saddle-focus type which is
taken to be the origin. Because of the reversibility the eigenvalues of the
linearization form the quadruple *, &*, * , &* and by choosing appropriate
coordinates the system can be written in the form
y* 1=*y1+F1(=, Y, Y ), y* 2=&*y2+F2(=, Y, Y ), (1.2)
where Y=( y1 , y2) # C2, and the equations for the complex conjugates Y
are suppressed. The nonlinearities F j are assumed to be real analytic with
Fj (=, Y, Y )=O( |Y |2). (However, vector fields with finite differentiability
can be handled similarly, see [AM98a].) The SO(2)-action T: and the
reverser R (involution with R2=I ) are given via
T:( y1 , y2)=(ei:y1 , ei:y2), R( y1 , y2)=( y2 , y1).
These representations commute, that is T: R=RT: . As was noticed in
[AM98b] there is also a non-commuting case which leads to rather dif-
ferent dynamics and bifurcation diagrams. From the SO(2)-invariance it is
clear that a homoclinic orbit exists if and only if the two-dimensional stable
and unstable manifolds coincide completely and are given by rotations
T:H= of a homoclinic orbit H= . Moreover, the reversibility implies (see
Lemma 2.1) that there is a ! # R such that
H=(x)=&=RH=(!&x) for all x # R with &= # [&1, +1].
We call par(H=) :=&= the parity of the homoclinic orbit H= .
For ==0 we assume the existence of the primary homoclinic orbit H0
with the parity &0 . Our method relies in constructing a Poincare map for
the primary family T:H0 which will allow us to find n-pulse solutions for
small ={0. From the reversibility of (1.2) follows that a Poincare map
P is reversible as well. Define the Poincare sections Kin r[( y1 , y2) #
C2 : | y1 |r, | y2 |=$] with $>0 and Kout=RKin which are sections at the
local stable and unstable manifold of 0, respectively. Then, P can be con-
sidered as a composition of a local map S : Kin  Kout of Shilnikov type
(see [Shi67]) that is responsible for the passage near the origin and a
global map G : Kout  Kin along the primary homoclinic family T: H0 . We
obtain the decomposition P=G b S with S b S=G b G=id by taking S=
R b S and G=G b R. The main idea is to find Poincare sections and local
coordinates giving a simple explicit expression for the non-smooth mapping S.
The involutions S and G both map Kin into itself and, after choosing
suitable coordinates (, w) # S1_Kr with ( y1 , y2)r(wei, $ei) where
Kr=[w # C : |w|r], take the form
S(, w)=(+_(w), s(w)) and G(=, , w)=(+#(=, w), g(=, w)).
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Note that the reverser R is involved in the definition of S and G such that
P=G b S =G b S and the reversibility means as usual that G b P b G=
S b P b S=P&1.
For the cGL it is possible to factor out the SO(2)-symmetry before these
mappings are constructed as was done in [KaM96]. However, this leads
to a three-dimensional system with a singularity at the fixed point which
makes the analysis cumbersome. In contrast to this we first construct
P=G b S and then factorize the action of the symmetry group giving
p= g b s.
The local map S decouples into an angle shift _(w)=arg w+0 ( |w| ) and
a logarithmic twist map s(w)=e&2i0 ( |w| )w with 0 ( |w| )=| log($|w| ). To
show this we use the local normal form theory in [Brj71] for analytic
vector fields to simplify the flow of (1.2) near ( y1 , y2)=0. The case of
vector fields with finite differentiability can be treated similarly by generalizing
the SternbergChen theorem [Har64] or the more appropriate modern
results in [Sam82] to the SO(2)-invariant case.
The global mapping G is smooth and satisfies G(0, , 0)=(+arg &0 , 0)
with &0=par(H0). Because of G b G=id the factorized global map g has the
expansion
g(=, w)==a+1w+O(=2+|w|2)
with 1a+a=0, 1 2=I, det 1=&1. (1.3)
We say that the primary orbit H0 is transversal (with respect to the pertur-
bation in =) if a{0. This transversality condition is a kind of splitting
condition and hence can be expressed in terms of a Melnikov integral, see
Section 5.
Results on periodic orbits, n-pulse solutions and further dynamical proper-
ties of the factorised return map p= g b s can be derived, using structural
stability arguments, from analyzing the model map
p^(=, b, |, w1 , w2)= g^(=, b, s^(|, w1 , w2)), p^: R3_R2  R2,
g^(=, b, w1 , w2)== \&b1 ++\
0
1b
b
0+\
w1
w2+ , (1.4)
s^(|, w1 , w2)=\cos \sin \
sin \
&cos \+\
w1
w2+ .
with \=2| log( |w| ). The map p^(=, b, |, } ): R2  R2 is area-preserving
and depends on the three real parameters b>0, = # R and |0. Moreover,
it is scaling invariant under = [ ’=, w [ ’w with ’=e?|. This scaling
invariance together with chaotic dynamical behavior is evident from the
simulations shown in Fig. 1, see Section 3.5 for further discussions. For b
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FIG. 1. Invariant sets of p^(0, b, ?, } ) with b=0.94 and b=0.9, respectively.
close to 1 all orbits remain bounded while for large b+1b orbits exist
which grow exponentially.
Studying periodic orbits of the factorised Poincare map it is not difficult
to describe n-pulse solutions, reversible and non-reversible periodic orbits
and (some of) the quasiperiodic solutions (see Section 3). As explained
above our main interest lies in homoclinic solutions and thus in the set
E/(&=0 , =) containing those = for which (1.2) has a homoclinic orbit.
Clearly, E decomposes into the disjoint union E=n # N En where
En=[= # (&=0 , =0) : pn(=, 0)=0, p j (=, 0){0 for j=1, ..., n&1]
is the set of all = such that (1.2) has an n-pulse solution. The main results
for n-pulse solutions (see Section 3) can be summarized as follows:
If H0 is transversal, then for sufficiently small =0>0 we have:
(1) For each n2 the set En is infinite and has 0 in its closure.
(2) Both, the set E2 and E 3 consist of one monotone decreasing and
one monotone increasing sequence converging to ==0. All the associated
homoclinic orbits are again transversal.
(3) In each sequence in E2 the parity of the associated homoclinic
orbits alternates. All = # E 3 have the parity par(H0).
(4) In E 2 _ E 3 the elements of E 2 and E3 separate each other.
An essential new feature of our work is the transversality of the 2- and
3-pulse solutions existing for = # E 2 _ E 3. It is this result which allows us to
use induction to produce n-pulse orbits which are transversal for any
n=2k3m. Considering transversal n-pulse solution as a primary 1-homoclinic
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we obtain cascades of homoclinic orbits and hence the fractal structure of
the set n En.
In Section 4 we present an analytical method which enables us to
calculate the coefficients a and 1 in (1.3) explicitly by solving the varia-
tional equation for (1.2) around H0 . For cGL in the form (1.1) we are thus
able to find a and 1 as functions of the parameter |>0. Since 1(|) always
has eigenvalues \1 with eigenvectors ,\(|) with |,\(|)|=1 we have
a(|)=c(|) ,&(|) with c: [0, )  R. The analysis in [KaM96] shows
c(|){0 for small |{0. Since c is an analytic function we have that the
transversality condition is fulfilled for all |>0 except for the exceptional
set [|1 , |2 , ...] which may be finite or infinite, but it has no finite points
of accumulation. Our numerical calculations give |1 r8.032 and |2 r9.51.
Theorem 5.2 demonstrates the bifurcation of new 1-homoclinic solutions
for cGL at the points |1 and |2 .
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE POINCARE MAP
2.1. Setup of the Problem
We consider homoclinic orbits in a real four-dimensional SO(2)-invariant
reversible system depending on the small parameter =. Without loss of
generality we assume that the fixed point is the origin. The eigenvalue
constellation of the linearization is a nontrivial quadruple *, &*, * , &*
with *=1+i| where |>0. After a linear coordinate transformation we
may assume that the system is in the complex form
Y4 =JY+F(=, Y, Y ), Y=( y1 , y2) # C2, F=(F1 , F2) # C2 (2.1)
with the diagonal linear part J=diag(*, &*, ) and Fj (=, Y, Y )=O( |Y |2).
Throughout we will assume that the vector field is (real) analytic in
(=, Y, Y ). The case with finite differentiability can be treated similarly, see
[AM98a].
The action of SO(2) and of the reverser is as follows:
T:( y1 , y2)=(ei:y1 , ei:y2), R( y1 , y2)=( y2 , y1).
Then, SO(2)-invariance of (2.1) means F b T:=T: F, and reversibility
means F b R=&RF. (Of course the linear part JY has these symmetries as
well.) In fact, having chosen the coordinates according to the eigenvalues
as above the action is uniquely determined up to conjugacies under the
additional assumption T:R=RT: .
Another possibility of reversible SO(2)-invariant systems of the form
(2.1) arise with the reverser R : ( y1 , y2) [ (Y 1 , &Y 2) which does not
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commute with T: . This situation applies to the real GinzburgLandau equa-
tion A +i&A4 ++A+’ |A|2A=0, where &, +, ’ # R. See [AM98b] for a general
discussion of the differences between these two cases. It is also interesting
to note that SO(2)-invariant Hamiltonian system of the form (2.1) can only
be reversible with respect to R , but not with respect to R.
Since we want to switch between real and complex notation frequently
we use the realification functor R( ). For instance, R( y1 , y2)=(Re y1 ,
Im y1 , Re y2 , Im y2) and RCn=R2n denotes the realification of the
complex space and R B # R2n_2n is the realification of B # Cn_n. In the real
coordinates u= R( y1 , y2)T # R4 equation (2.1) takes the form
u* = f (=, u), u # R4, = # R. (2.2)
The induced actions on R4 are RT: and R R.
Problem (2.1) is obviously reversible under the family T:R of transfor-
mations. But only two of them are involutions, namely those with :=0
and :=?. Thus, problem (2.2) must be treated as a bireversible system
with respect to R and &R. An important observation is that any orbit
homoclinic to 0 is in fact reversible.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that H=(x) is a homoclinic orbit of (2.1), then there
are unique &= # [&1, 1] and ! # R such that
H=(x)=&=RH=(!&x) for all x # R.
The sign &= is called the parity of H= and written as par(H=)=&= .
Proof. Let W s(0) and W u(0) be the stable and unstable manifolds of 0
and dim W s(0)=dim Wu(0)=2. Let ys(x) be a solution in W s(0), then by
SO(2)-invariance we have y(x)=T: ys(x+xs) for each solution y in W s(0).
By reversibility, for a solution y in Wu(0) we have y(x)=T;Rys(xu&x). Since
the homoclinic orbit lies in W s(0) & W u(0) we find
ys(x)=T;&:Rys(!&x) for all x # R
where !=xs+xu . Evaluating at x=!2 gives T;&:Rys(!2)= ys(!2). Apply-
ing T;&:R once again and using that RT:=T:R we find T2(;&:)ys(!2)=
ys(!2) and it follows that 2(:&;)=0 # S1. If :&;=0 # S1 we let &=1
and if :&;=? # S1 we let &=&1, then we have T;&:=&I; and thus
H(x)=&RH(!&x) as desired. K
Simple equations of the above type with an explicit homoclinic orbit
can be constructed as follows. Let r(x) be a real homoclinic orbit to the
two-dimensional system
r &r[G(r2)+r2G$(r2)]=0, (such that (r* )2=r2G(r2))
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where G is a smooth function with G(0)=1. Then, the complex function
A(x)=r(x)*=r(x) ei| log r(x) solves the complex second order equation
A &A[*2G( |A| 2)+* |A|2 G$( |A|2)]=0.
With G(\)=1&\ we obtain the important example of the time-inde-
pendent complex GinzburgLandau equation
A &*2A+(1+i=) *(1+*) A |A| 2=0,
with *=1+i|, |>0, A # C, (2.3)
which has, for ==0, the explicit homoclinic solution A0(x)=(cosh x)&*.
To our knowledge this observation appears first in [HoS72]. This example
is worth keeping in mind throughout the paper.
These problems, treated as a complex system in coordinates (A, A4 ) are
invariant with respect to T:=diag(ei:, ei:) and reversible with the involu-
tion RA=diag(1, &1). Transforming (2.3) to the eigenbasis of the linear part
we find system (2.1) together with the specified symmetries. It is immediate
that the homoclinic orbits constructed above have parity &=+1.
From now on we consider the case that (2.1) has a homoclinic orbit H0
for ==0. Our main goal is to study the existence of other homoclinic orbits
for all small =. By SO(2)-invariance and reversibility the existence of reversible
orbits is a phenomenon of codimension 1, such that we expect a discrete
set E/(&=0 , =0) for which homoclinic orbits exist. This point will become
clearer through the following analysis.
The approach we take is that of constructing a Poincare section and a
suitable Poincare return map which allows us to study the existence of
homoclinic orbits which wind around n times in a neighborhood of the
original family of homoclinic orbits. To this end we construct a local map
S which takes care of the passage of orbits near the fixed point Y=0 and
a global map G which contains information about the flow near the
homoclinic orbit.
2.2. The Local Map
Consider the analytical ODE
Z4 =JZ+9(=, Z, Z ), 9=(1 , 2) with Z=(z1 , z2) # C2. (2.4)
It is said to be in normal form if
j (=, Z, Z )=zj :
(4, Q)=0
g jQ(=)(Z, Z )Q,
with 4=(*1 , *2 , *3 , *4)=(*, &*, * , &* ) (2.5)
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where Q=(q1 , ..., q4) # Z4, qj&1, qk0 for k{ j, and (Z, Z )Q=
zq11 z
q2
2 z
q3
1 z
q4
2 . Monomials zj (Z, Z )
Q with (4, Q) :=*1q1+ } } } +*4q4=0
are called resonant monomials.
Lemma 2.2. There exist a neighborhood U/C2 of 0 and an analytical
transformation
Z=Y+3(=, Y, Y ), 3(=, Y, Y )=(%1(=, Y, Y ), %2(=, Y, Y )), %j (=, } ): U  C
(2.6)
such that %j (=, Y, Y ) contains no resonant monomials and that (2.1) is trans-
formed into the normal form
z* 1=z1 [*+8(=, |z1z2 |2)], z* 2=&z2[*+8(=, |z1 z2 |2)], (2.7)
with 8(=, 0)=0. Moreover, the transformation (2.6) is SO(2)- and
R-equivariant.
Proof. Observe that the problem (2.1) is analytical and the set of eigen-
values [*j], j=1, ..., 4 does not belong to the simple Poincare domain, but
to the more difficult Siegel domain (see [Arn83]) where analyticity of
normal-form transformations only holds if further strong conditions are
satisfied [Brj71].
For this purpose we write (2.1) as 4 complex equations with X=(Y, Y )
# C4 by adding the complex conjugate equations, i.e., X4 =diag(4)X+
G(=, X) where G=(F1 , F2 , F 1 , F 2). Of course, SO(2)-symmetry and rever-
sibility are preserved.
We first derive the general form of the normal form under the given
symmetries. Since * *  R the resonance condition *q1&*q2+* q3&* q4=0
yields q1=q2 and q3=q4 . From SO(2)-invariance we conclude q1+q2&
q3&q4=0 which implies q1=q2=q3=q4 . Since the normal-form transfor-
mation (2.6) with no resonant terms preserves symmetries and reversibility
(see [Brj71, Arn83, IoA92]) we arrive at
x* j=xj[*j+8 j (=, x1x2x3x4)] for j=1, ..., 4. (2.8)
Using (x3 , x4)=(x 1 , x 2) and reversibility we find (82 , 83 , 84)=(&81 ,
8 1 , &8 1), and thus (2.7) is established with 8=81 .
For the analyticity of the normal-form transformation we use Theorem 2
of [Brj71]. There are no small denominators in this problem; Siegel’s and
hence Brjuno’s small denominator condition is obvious, as for all Q # Z4
with (4, Q){0 we have
|(4, Q) |=[(q1&q2+q3&q4)2+|2(q1&q2&q3+q4)2]12min[1, |].
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It is left to check the condition A2 from [Brj71]. It reads as follows:
There exist two power series ‘(=, X ), 5(=, X ) such that the normal form (2.5)
takes the form
8j (=, X )=*j ‘(=, X )+* j 5(=, X ), j=1, ..., 4.
For our special normal form (2.8) this condition is fulfilled with real ‘=
(*8&*8)(*2&* 2) and 5=(* 8&*8 )(&*2+* 2). This completes the
proof. K
We describe the local mapping in the normal-form coordinates
(z1 , z2) # C2. For a homoclinic solution H=(x) of (2.2) in Y-coordinates we
know that H=(x) # U for |x|x0>>1. Hence, in Z-coordinates we have
H =(x)=H=(x)+3(=, H=(x)) for |x|x0 .
Z(x)=H =(x)=(c+e&*x, 0) for xx0 ,
(2.9)
Z(x)=H =(x)=(0, par(H=) c+e*(!+x)) for x&x0 ,
with ! # R and c+ # C. To see this, we use the fact that the stable manifold
of (2.7) is given by z1 #0 while the unstable manifold is given by z2 #0.
The result on the parity is a consequence of Lemma 2.1.
We construct a local map S between the hypersurfaces
Kin=[(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |r, |z2 |=$] and
Kout=RKin=[(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |=$, |z2 |r],
where $ and r are taken small enough. Notice that the definition of Kout is
independent of the parity because of the rotational invariance. Clearly, Kout
is transversal to the unstable manifold of Z=0 and Kin is transversal to the
stable manifold. The local (Shilnikov) map induced by the flow of (2.7) is
given by
S (=, } ): {Kin"[(0, z2) : |z2 |=$]  Kout ,(z1 , $ei2) [ ($(z1 |z1 | ) ei0(=, |z1 | ), ei(2&0(=, |z1 | )|z1 | ),
where
0(=, |z1 | )=
|+Im 8(=, $2 |z1 | 2)
1+Re 8(=, $2 |z1 |2)
log
$
|z1 |
. (2.10)
This special form of S follows easily from (2.7) since |z1 z2 |2 is constant
along solutions.
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The reversibility of the problem is such that R maps Kin into Kout as well
as Kout into K in . Moreover the mapping S (=, } ) satisfies
S (=, } )&1=RS (=, R } ) and S (=, T: } )=T:S (=, } ), (2.11)
for : # S1=R2?Z .
2.3. The Global and the Poincare Map
The global map, which will take care of the flow along the homoclinic
excursion, has to be constructed in the Y-coordinates since the validity
of the Z-coordinates is necessarily restricted to a small neighborhood of
Z=0. Thus, denote the normal-form transformation of Lemma 2.2 for
(z1 , z2) # C2 by Z=M(=, Y, Y ) and define the Poincare sections
K in=M&1(=, Kin)/C2 and K out=RK in=M&1(=, Kout)/C2
in the Y-coordinates. Since the homoclinic orbit H0(x) of (2.2) exists for
==0 we conclude the existence of a smooth Poincare mapping g^(=, } ):
K out [ K in , where as usual, g^ may only be defined on a smaller set.
In order to be able to combine this map with the local map S we trans-
form it back to Z-coordinates and let
G (=, } ): {Kout  Kin ,($ei1, z2) [ M(=, g^(=, M &1(=, ($e i1, z2)))).
This map preserves the SO(2)-symmetry and the reversibility as follows:
G &1(=, } )=RG (=, R } ), G (=, T: } )=T:G (=, } ), (2.12)
for : # S1. The assumption that (2.2) has a homoclinic orbit H0 for ==0
now means that
G (0, ($ei1, 0))=(&0$ei1, 0) with &0=par(H0). (2.13)
This follows easily from (2.9) by shifting x  x&!2.
The sets Kin and Kout are depicted in Fig. 2 together with the mappings
S , g^ and R.
We are now in the position to define the total Poincare map
P(=, } )=G (=, } ) b S (=, } ): Kin  Kin .
In fact, we can avoid the use of the two sections Kin and Kout by using the
fact RKout=Kin and defining the maps S: Kin  K in and G: Kin  Kin via
S(=, } )=RS (=, } ) and G(=, } )=G (=, R } ),
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FIG. 2. The sections K in and Kout , the local map S and the global map G .
which implies P=G b S. As a consequence of the symmetries of S and G in
(2.11) and (2.12), respectively, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.3. Both maps S, G: Kin  Kin are involutions on their domains
of definition: S b S=id and G b G=id. Moreover both maps are SO(2)-
equivariant, that is S b T:=T: S and G b T:=T: G for : # S1.
Note that the mappings S and G are reversible in the sense that S&1=S
and G&1=G and there are no other reversibilities left over from R. It is a
general observation due to Birkhoff that every reversible mapping P (i.e.,
P&1=R b P b R) can be written as a composition of two involutions. Our
specific decomposition is adjusted to the problem in such a way that the
local map S which is non-smooth is given explicitly.
2.4. The Factorization with Respect to SO(2)-Symmetry
The next step is to use the SO(2)-symmetry to reduce the dimension of
the problem from 3 to 2. For this purpose we introduce in Kin local coor-
dinates
=2 # S1 and w=z1e&i2 # Kr=[w # C : |w|r],
such that (z1 , z2)=(wei, $ei) # Kin . In these coordinates the SO(2)-action
is T:(, w)=(+:, w) and the mappings S and G take the form
S(=, , w)=(+_(=, w), s(=, w)) and
G(=, , w)=(+#(=, w), g(=, w)). (2.14)
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For the local map we have the following explicit expressions
_(=, w)=arg w+0(=, |w| ), s(=, w)=e&2i0(=, |w| )w (2.15)
The complex conjugation in s(=, } ) arises from R in the definition S=RS .
Notice that for w=0 there is the unique continuation s(=, 0)=0. In
contrast, _(=, w): R_C [ R has a discontinuity in the origin and cannot be
extended continuously.
The functions # and g can be obtained from G via
(g(=, w) ei#(=, w), $ei#(=, w))=G (=, ($, w))=T&G (=, ($ei, eiw)). (2.16)
The properties of the maps G and S in (, w)-coordinates can be
summarized as follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let E0=(&=0 , =0) for sufficiently small positive =0 . Then,
we have:
A. The functions #: E0_Kr  S1 and g: E0 _Kr  C are real analytic
and satisfy on their domain of definition
#(=, g(=, w))+#(=, w)=0 # S1 and g b g=id. (2.17)
B. The functions _: E0_Kr"[0]  S1 and s: E0_Kr"[0]  Kr are
real analytic and s(=, } ) is a Lipschitz map on Kr . Moreover we have
_(=, s(=, w))+_(=, w)=0 # S1 and s b s=id. (2.18)
C. Let p(=, w)= g(=, s(=, w)) then p&1=s b p b s= g b p b g.
The proof is straightforward from the above construction.
We note that whenever g(=, w)=w we obtain from (2.17) the relation
2#(=, w)=0 # S1. Assuming that for ==0 there exists a homoclinic orbit H0
with &0=par(H0) we conclude with (2.13) that &0=ei#(0, 0). Since # is a
smooth function we conclude
#(=, w)=arg &0 # S1 whenever g(=, w)=w, and
(2.19)
2_(=, w)=0 # S1 whenever s(=, w)=w.
(Note that arg 1=arg ei0=0 # S1 and arg(&1)=arg ei?=? # S1.) Finally
the total Poincare map P=G b S is written in (, w)-coordinates as
P(=, , w)=(+?~ (=, w), p(=, w))
where ?~ (=, w)=#(=, s(=, w))+_(=, w) and p(=, w)= g(=, s(=, w)).
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2.5. The Canonical Form of S and G
The local map s(=, w) can be simplified with an analytical coordinate
transform to
s~ (=, v)=e&2i0 ( |v| )v with 0 ( |v| )=| log($|v| ). (2.20)
The needed transformation is given by v=w exp(&|+Im 8(=, $2 |w|2)
|[1+Re 8(=, $2 |w|2)])=w+O( |w|3). For brevity we rename v [ w and
s~ [ s to keep old notations for simplified transformation and use
S(, w)=(+arg w+0 ( |w| ), e&2i0 ( |w| )w )
as the final form of our local map from Kin  Kin . The main advantage is
that S is now independent of =.
In these new coordinate w the global map G still is an involution with
g(0, 0)=0 such that we have the expansion
R g(=, R w)==a+1 Rw+O(=2+|w|2)
with 1 2=I and 1a+a=0. (2.21)
This implies that eigenvalues of the matrix 1 lie in [&1, 1]. If det 1=1
then either 1=I or 1=&I; however in our situation only the case
det 1=&1 is relevant. This is seen as follows. The Poincare map P=G b S
from Kin into itself is orientation preserving and hence the same is true for
the factorized map p= g b s, that is det Dw p(w)=1 whenever it is defined.
Hence det Dws(w)=&1 implies det Dw g(w)=&1 as desired.
Having 1 2=I and det 1=&1 there is a rotation w [ ei:w such that
Re
&i:1 Rei:=( 0b1
b
0) with b>0. For 1=(
q
v
u
&q) take :=
1
2 arcctg(&u+vq)
and obtain
b= 12 (u&v+- 4+(u&v)2).
Note that such a rotation of w # Kr does change the local map s simply by
0 [ 0 +2: which amounts into the same as changing $. In fact $ can be
reduced for instance to $=1 by a scaling w [ *w with * # (1, e?|). The
canonical form of the global map in this case is
R g(=, R w)=c= \&b1 ++\
0
1b
b
0+ Rw+O(=2+|w|2) with c2=
|a|2
1+b2
.
(2.22)
The mapping properties of g and s are exhibited in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. (a) coordinate lines in Kr ; (b) image of coordinate lines under p(=, } ); (c) the sets
Fix s and Fix g(=, } ). (Figures (b) and (c) are drawn for b=0.5 and |=1.)
Despite the fact that we only need the case det 1=&1 in this paper the
following result is kept general for possible future reference.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that g is a smooth involution with expansion (2.21).
Then the fixed point set Fix g(=, } )=[w # Kr : g(=, w)=w] has the following
characterization.
A. If 1=I, then a=0 and Fix g(=, } )=Kr .
B. If 1=&I, then Fix g(=, } )=[\(=)]/Kr with \(=)=&=a2
+O(=2).
C. If det 1=&1 then there exists a smooth function +: (&=0 , =0)
_RKr  R with +(=, (x1 , x2))=bx2&x1&bc=+O(=2+|x| 2) such that
Fix g(=, } )=[x # R Kr : +(=, x)=0]. (2.23)
Proof. The involution Z(=, w)=(=, R g(=, Rw)) on (&=0 , =0)_Kr has the
expansion Z(v)=Nv+O(v2) with v=(=, Rw) and N=( 1a
0
1) near the fixed
point v=0. It is conjugate to its linear part around the fixed point. This is the
contents of Bochner theorem (see [Bre72]) for Z2-actions. Thus, statements
A, B, and C follow since they are obviously true in the linear case.
We give a simple and explicit proof as we want be able to conclude that
the conjugation of Bochner’s theorem does not change =. In fact, the
conjugating transformation is Q(v)=v+NZ(v) since NQ=(NZ+Z2)Z=
QZ and hence Z=Q&1 b N b Q. K
3. n-PULSE ORBITS
We return to system (2.2) for which we assumed the existence of a family
of primary homoclinic orbits (T:H0( } )): # S1 for ==0. To H0 we fix a small
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tubular neighborhood Nr=[Y # C2 : _x # R : |Y&H0(x)|r], i.e. r>0 is
small. For small ={0 there might again exist homoclinic orbits which are
close to a neighborhood U of the whole family, namely U=: # S 1 T:Nr .
We call these homoclinic solutions n-pulse solutions if they have n excur-
sions away from the origin. The exact definition reads as follows.
Definition 3.1. An orbit H=( } ) of (2.2)= which is homoclinic to 0 is
called an n-pulse solution with respect to the primary orbit H0 if there exist
:1 , ..., :n # S1 such that H= winds around each T:j Nr in subsequent order
and exactly once counting multiplicity in case of identical :j .
Note that this notion is different from that of n-homoclinic solutions
where one asks H= to wind around n times in the single tubular neighbor-
hood Nr . Another equivalent definition of n-pulse solutions is given in
[AM98a]. There, an n-pulse solution is characterized by phases :j and
spatial shifts x1< } } } <xn such that
}H=(x)& :
n
j=1
T:j H0(x&xj)}C - r.
The question which sets of phases are possible will be treated in Section 3.4.
From our construction of the Poincare section we conclude that an
n-pulse orbit has to intersect Kin in n different points ( j, w j) # Kin such
that
( j+1, w j+1)=P(=,  j, w j) with w j{0 for j=1, ..., n&1,
and additionally w1= g(=, 0) and wn=0. Here the condition w j{0 guaran-
tees that we do not have a homoclinic orbit which is an m-pulse orbit with
m<n.
Hence, the set of all parameter values = # E0=(&=0 , =0) where (2.2) has
a n-pulse orbit is given by
En=[= # E0 : pn(=, 0)=0 and p j (=, 0){0 for j=1, ..., n&1].
3.1. Characterization of E n
We introduce the fixed point sets for s and g, respectively,
Fix s=[w # Kr : s(w)=w], Fix g(=, } )=[w # Kr : g(=, w)=w].
They are depicted in Fig. 3(c). From the reversibility properties of S and G
stated in Lemma 2.4 we know that 2_(w)=0 on Fix s and 2#(=, w)=0 on
Fix g(=, } ). From (2.19) we already know that #(=, w)=arg &0 on Fix g(=, } ),
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and Lemma 2.5 states that Fix g(=, } ) is a smooth curve in Kr . The set Fix s
decomposes into Fix s=Fix s+1 _ Fix s&1 _ [0] with
Fix s&=[w # Kr : arg w+0 ( |w| )=arg &].
These two sets are logarithmic spirals due to the special form of 0 given
in (2.20).
Theorem 3.2. For m # N we have E2m=E 2m+1 _ E
2m
&1 where
E 2m& =[= # E0 : p
m(=, 0) # Fix s& , p j (=, 0){0 for j=1, ..., m].
For = # E 2m& the associated 2m-pulse orbit H= satisfies par(H=)=&.
For m # N _ [0] we have
E2m+1=[= # E0 : pm+1(=, 0) # Fix g(=, } ), p j (=, 0){0 for j=1, ..., m+1]
and for = # E2m+1 we have par(H=)=par(H0). Another useful characteriza-
tion is
E2m+1=[= # E0 : p&m(=, 0) # Fix g(=, } ), p& j (=, 0){0 for j=1, ..., m].
Proof. If pn(0)=0 then part C of Lemma 2.4 gives pn&k(0)= p&k(0)=
g b pk b p(0)=s b pk(0) where we used s(0)=0. If n=2m this gives pm(0)=
s b pm(0) and thus pm(0) # Fix s. If n=2m+1 we take k=m and find
pm+1(0)= g b pm b g(0)= g b pm+1(0) since 0=s(0). Thus, we find pm+1(0) #
Fix g(=, } ) as desired. Since s(0)=0 and g b g=I this is equivalent to
p&m(0) # Fix g(=, } ).
It remains to consider the parities of the associated homoclinic orbits H=
for = # E n. This can only be decided in the mapping without factorization.
Consider the case n=2m+1 first, and denote by (k, wk), k=1, ..., 2m the
intersection points of H= with K in . In Z-coordinates we have (zk1 , z
k
2)=
(wke ik, $eik) # Kin and (z~ k1 , z~
k
2)=G
&1(=, (zk1 , z
k
2)) # Kout . Since w
m+1 #
Fix g(=, } ) we have m+2=m+1+#(=, wm+1)=m+1+arg &0 . With G &1
=RG&1 we conclude
(z~ m+11 , z~
m+1
2 )=RG
&1(=, (wm+1eim+1, $eim+1))=R(wm+1&0ei
m+1
, $&0ei
m+1
)
=&0($ei
m+1
, wm+1eim+1)=&0R(zm+11 , z
m+1
2 )
Thus, we know that there exist !1 and !2 such that H=(!1) # Kout and
H=(!2) # Kin with H=(!1)=&0RH=(!2) and Lemma 2.4 shows that
par(H=)=&0 .
The arguments for = # E 2m\1 are analogous. K
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3.2. Sequences of 2- and 3-Pulse Orbits
In order to give precise statements on the secondary homoclinic solutions
we have to introduce some genericity condition on the primary homoclinic
solution H0(x).
Definition 3.3. The primary homoclinic solution H0(x) is called trans-
versal with respect to the perturbation in = if a in (2.21) satisfies a{0.
In Section 5 we show that transversality is equivalent to the fact that a
certain Melnikov integral does not vanish. However, for the present
analysis our more geometric definition is more appropriate.
For transversal homoclinic orbits it is possible to use the characteriza-
tion given in Theorem 3.2 for proving the existence of n-pulse orbits. We
starts with 2- and 3-pulse orbits.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the primary homoclinic orbit H0 with parity
&0 is transversal. Then for sufficiently small =0>0 we have
E2=[= (2)>, k , =
(2)
<, k : k # N] and E
3=[= (3)>, k , =
(3)
<, k : k # N],
where the sequences are ordered as follows
=(2)<, k<=
(3)
<, k<=
(2)
<, k+1<0<=
(2)
>, k+1<=
(3)
>, k<=
(2)
>, k , (3.1)
and for the vector of quotients we have
1
=(2)>, k
(= (2)>, k+1 , =
(3)
>, k , =
(2)
<, k , =
(3)
<, k )  (e
&?|, +2 , +3 , +4 ) for k  .
(3.2)
For = # E 3 we have par(H=)=&0=par(H0) and for === (2)>, <, k we have
par(H=)=(&1)k.
Proof. We are looking for = # (&=0 , =0) such that g(=, 0) # Fix s. Since
the primary homoclinic orbit is transversal g(=, 0)==c(&b, 1)T+O(=2) is a
smooth curve in Kr passing through the origin with nonzero speed with
respect to =. Hence, there are infinitely many intersections with the two
logarithmic spirals Fix s given by
1
2
arc sin
2b
1+b2
+O(=)+?n=0 ( |=c| b +O(=2)), n # N, (3.3)
where b =(1+b2)12. For all n # N with nN0 there are unique solutions
=(2)<, n<0<=
(2)
>, n of (3.3). Obviously, they lie in (&=0 , =0) for N0 large
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enough and, according to Theorem 3.2, the parities are equal to (&1)n.
Renumbering the sequences gives the result for E2.
To study 3-pulse orbits we have to check the condition p&1(=, 0) #
Fix g(=, } ) or +(=, p&1(=, 0))=0. This gives =c[&(1+b2) sin 20 ( |=c| b +
O(=2))+b]+O(=2)=0. This is equivalent to solving
0 ( |=c| b +O(=2))=
1
2
arc sin
b
1+b2
+?n+O(=), n # N, (3.4)
which gives sequences = (3)<, n<0<=
(3)
>, n . According to Theorem 3.2 the parity
of all these solutions is &0=par(H0). Moreover, comparing (3.3) and (3.4)
proves the result on the ordering of the sequences. The explicit formula for
0 gives nice expansions of the solutions such that the statement of the
limits in (3.2) is easily deduced. K
Our aim is to use induction to generate n-pulse orbits with n4 by
considering H= as a primary homoclinic orbits to which the above theorem
can be applied as well.
Theorem 3.5. The homoclinic solutions found in Theorem 3.4 are trans-
versal for sufficiently small = # E 2 _ E 3.
Proof. For =2 # E 2 we consider H=2 as a primary homoclinic solution
with the local map s and the global map g2= g b s b g where g2(=2 , 0)=0.
Note that by reparametrization of = we can always suppose c=1. In the
vicinity of (=2 , 0) we have the following expansion R g2(=, R w)=(=&=2) a2
+12 Rw+O((=&=2)2+|w| 2) with a2== R g(=2 , s(=2 , g(=2 , 0)))+G2(=2)
S1(=2) = g(=2 , 0) and 12=G2 S1G1 where G1(=)=D R g(=, 0), S1(=)=
D R s(=, g(=, 0)), G2(=)=D R g(=, s(=, g(=, 0))). Since g is smooth, a2=
a+1S1(=2)a+O(=2). That is why a2 {0 for sufficiently small =2 if and only
if 0{1(1S1(=2)a+a)=S1(=2) a&a. The matrix S1(=) can be decomposed
into S1(=)=S 1(=)+S 1+O(=) with
S 1(=)=\ cos 20
 (=b )
&sin 20 (=b )
&sin 20 (=b )
&cos 20 (=b )+ , S 1=
2|
1+b2 \
b
b2
&1
&b+
Notice S 1(=2) g(=2 , 0)=s(=2 , g(=2 , 0)) and hence S 1(=2)a=a. Therefore we
arrive at
S1(=2)a&a=S 1a=
2|
1+b2 \
b
b2
&1
&b+\
&b
1 +=&2| \
1
b+{0
Thus, the transversality of the bifurcating 2-pulse solutions is established
for =2 small enough.
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For =3 # E3 the associated homoclinic orbit H=3 has the same local map
s and the global map g3= g b s b g b s b g with g(=3 , 0)=0. The expansion is
R g3(=, R w)=(=&=3)a3+13 Rw+O((=&=2)2+|w|2) where 13=G3(=3)
S2(=3) G2(=3) S1(=3) G1(=3) and a3=a+G3(=3) S2(=3)[a+G2(=3) S1(=3)],
where G3(=3)=G&11 (=3), S2(=3)=S
&1
1 (=3) and G2(=3)=G
&1
2 (=3) since
s(=3 , g(=3 , 0)) # Fix g(=, } ). Since g is smooth, a3 {0 for =3 small enough if
and only if a+1S &11 (=3)[a+1S1(=3)a]{0 or equivalently
(1S1(=3)&S1(=3)+I )a{0 with S1(=3)=S 1(=3)+S 1+O(=3). (3.5)
From s(=3 , g(=3 , 0)) # Fix g(=, } ) we conclude S 1(=3)a=a+1S 1(=3)a+
O(=3), and hence condition (3.5) is equivalent to
0{S 1(1&I )a=(1+b2) \ &cos 20
 (=3 b )
b&1 cos 20 (=3 b )+ .
According to Theorem 3.4 for =3 # E 3 we have sin 20 (=3b )=(b1+b2)+
O(=23){\1; and hence a3 {0 follows and the transversality is established.
K
3.3. n-Pulse Orbits with n4
An immediate corollary of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 is the existence of
cascades of transversal 2k3m-pulses for k, m # N. This follows by induction
where Theorem 3.2 is applied in each step. As a consequence we find that
the sets En with n=2k3m with k+m2 accumulate on each point = which
corresponds to a 2k 3m^-pulse orbit with k k, m^m, and k +m^<k+m. In
fact, there is a fractal structure.
For n5 which are not of the above form our results are less precise.
However, Lemma 3.4 in [MHO92] is fully applicable in our situation and
we conclude that between each =m # Em and each =m+1 # Em+1 there is at
least one point =2m+1 # E 2m+1. By induction it is then easy to conclude that
all En contain infinitely many points in each neighborhood of ==0, see
Theorem 3.5 in [MHO92]. The main argument there is to use the sign of
the function + defining Fix g(=, } ).
For instance, to prove the existence of sequences of 5-pulse solutions we
have to check the condition +(=, p3(=, 0))=0. Notice that +(=, 0)=&bc=+
O(=2) and +(=, p(=, 0))=bc=+O(=2). That is why if p3(=3 , 0)=0 and
p3(=2 , 0)= p(=2 , 0) then between =2 and =3 there is a point =5 # E5 such that
+(=, p3(=5 , 0))=0. Now the existence of the sequences of 2 and 3-pulse
values of = described in the Theorem 3.4 gives the infinite sequence of
5-pulse values of =. Unfortunately, these arguments leaves the question of
transversality unstudied.
We remark that all the results do not depend on the analyticity of the
vector field. The transversality argument in Theorem 3.5 just needs taking
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one derivative. Similarly, the construction of (2m+1)-pulse orbits involves
a monotonicity argument which works for continuous functions. This
contrasts the results in [MHO92] where analyticity was needed to obtain
higher order homoclinic orbits. However, analyticity can be used to show
that the number of points in E 2m+1 between any to adjacent points in E m
and Em+1 must be finite. Without analyticity we even may have situations
where E n contains a closed interval.
3.4. On the Phases :j for n-Pulse Solutions
We return to the question of the phases for n-pulse solutions. To this end
we have to associate to the factorized orbit w j= p j (=, 0) with wn=0 the
associated nonfactorized points Z j=(w jei j, $ei j ) # Kin . Using the rever-
sibility of the orbit we find
 j=arg &0+arg &=+n+1& j # S1 for j=1, ..., n,
where &0=par(H0) and &= par(H=) (cf. the end of the proof of Theorem 3.6).
Denote by Z*=(0, $ei*) the unique intersection of H0 with Kin , then it
is immediate that for any n-pulse solution with phases :j we must have
 jr:j+*. In fact, using Nr=&0 RNr we conclude that we can always
choose the phases such that they satisfy the relations
:j=arg &0+arg &=+:n+1& j # S1 for j=1, ..., n. (3.6)
This has immediate implications for 2-pulse solutions. If &= &0 we con-
clude :1=:2 , and thus the 2-pulse solution is in fact a 2-homoclinic
solution to T:1&*H0( } ). If &= &&0 , then :2=?+:1 and H= is a pulse-
antipulse pair. Using induction we can create 2k-pulse solutions which have
phases with 2:j=2:1 # S1.
Finally we want to establish that generically arbitrary phase differences
can occur. To this end we consider the case of 3-pulse solutions with inter-
sections Z j=(w jei j, $ei j ) # Kin . Since &= &0 by Theorem 3.4 we conclude
1=3 but there is no condition on 2. Our aim is to calculate 2&1.
Recall that for = # E3 the point w1= p(=, 0) has the expansion
w1==c \&b1 ++O(=2) where 20 ( |w1| )=2;(b)+O(=) # S1
and ;(b)= 12 arc sin(b1+b
2). Since w2 # Fix g(=, } ) we have w2= g(w2)=
s(w1), and thus (2.19) gives #(s(w1))=arg &0 . Now, we find
2&1=_(w1)+#(s(w1))=arg w1+0 ( |w1| )+arg &0
=;(b)+sign(=c) arc tan b+arg &0+O(=) mod ?.
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Clearly, the limit for =  0 of these phase differences depend continuously
on the parameter b. This shows that general phase differences must be
encountered.
3.5. Periodic, Quasiperiodic, and Chaotic Solutions
Although the main interest of this work is on homoclinic orbits we give
some preliminary results on other types of solutions. Throughout we use
the terms reversible solutions for those solutions Y(x) for which ! # R and
: # S1 exist such that Y(x)=T:RY(2!&x) for all x. Using Lemma 2.1 we
conclude Y(!)=&! RY(!) where &! is the parity with respect to the rever-
sibility point Y(!). If there are at least two points of reversibility then the
solution must be periodic. In this situation let us denote the minimal period
by T and assume by a suitable shift of x that x=0 is a point of reversibility
with parity &. Then, x=T2 is also a point of reversibility with the same
parity &. Moreover, either these two points are the only reversibility points
in [0, T ) or the points x=T4 and x=3T4 are also points of reversibility,
but with opposite parity. In the latter case we call the orbit bireversible.
We are now interested in periodic orbits which lie close to the homo-
clinic family (T: H0( } )): # S1 . For such periodic solutions the intersections
with the Poincare section Kr are well-defined and we call a periodic orbit
n-periodic if there are n different intersections Z0, ..., Zn&1 # Kin . The fac-
torization from Kin to Kr may however reduce the number of different
points w0, ..., wn~ &1 # Kr from n to n~ with n=kn~ for some k # N.
Theorem 3.6. Let Y be an n-periodic solution of (2.1) with period T
lying in : # S1 T:Nr and denote by w j= p j (w0), j=0, ..., n~ &1, the
associated intersections with Kr . Then, Y is reversible if and only if there
exists a j such that w j # Fix g(=, } ) _ Fix s.
Assume j=0, and let &0=par(H0). Then there are five cases:
Case 1. If n~ =2m&1 with m # N and w0 # Fix s&0 then n=n~ and
Y(x)=&0RY(&x).
Case 2. If n~ =2m&1 with m # N and w0 # Fix s&&0 , then n=2n~ and Y
is bireversible with Y(x)=&0RY(&x)=&Y(T2+x).
Case 3. If n~ =2m with m # N and w0 # Fix g(=, } ), then wm #
Fix g(=, } ), n=n~ and Y(x)=&0RY(&x).
Case 4. If n~ =2m with m # N and w0, wm # Fix s& , then n=n~ and
Y(x)=&RY(&x).
Case 5. If n~ =2m with m # N, w0 # Fix s& and wm # Fix s&& , then
n=2n~ and Y is bireversible with Y(x)=&RY(&x)=&Y(T2+x).
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Proof. (a) Let Y be a periodic reversible orbit such that Y(x)=
&RY(&x). Clearly Y(0) is either close to T:H0(0) or close to 0. If Y(0)r
T:H0(0) let {>0 be the smallest number such that Y({) # K in , then by
reversibility Y(&{)=&RY({) # K out . Denote by Z\ the associated points in
Kin and Kout , respectively. Then, Z+=G(Z&)=&RZ&. By part (A)
of Lemma 2.4 we conclude g(w0)=w0 and &0=#(w0)=& where Z+=
(w0ei0, $ei0). If Y(0) is close to 0 we argue similarly by using S instead
of G.
(b) Now start from a discrete periodic orbit of the factorized Poincare
map p= g b s with w0 # Fix g(=, } ) _ Fix s. From pn~ (w0)=w0 and part (C) of
Lemma 2.4 we know pn~ &k(w0)= p&k(w0)= g b pk b g(w0)=s b pk b s(w0).
Hence, for n~ =2m we conclude wm # Fix g(=, } ) if w0 # Fix g(=, } ) and
wm # Fix s if w0 # Fix s. For n~ =2m&1 we have either w0 # Fix g(=, } ) and
wm&1 # Fix s or w0 # Fix s and wm # Fix g(=, } ). Together with the decom-
position Fix s=[0] _ Fix s+1 _ Fix s&1 this defines the five cases.
(c) It remains to be shown that the solutions in the nonfactorized
problem really give rise to a periodic orbit. To this end let Z0=(w0, $) #
Kin and Z j=G j (Z0)=(w je i
j
, $ei j ) # Kin . Clearly we have Zn~ =T:Z0 and
the solution Y associated to [w0, ..., wn&1] will be an n~ -periodic orbit if
Zn~ =Z0 and it will be a 2n~ -periodic orbit if Zn~ =&Z0.
For example consider the case 4 and 5 with w0 # Fix s&1 and w
m # Fix s&2 .
We have s(wk)=w2m&k and hence g(wk+1)=w2m&k. Using Lemma 2.4,
part A and B, we find the relation
2m= :
2m&1
j=0
[_(w j )+#(s(w j ))]
=_(w0)+_(wm)+ :
m&1
j=1
[_(w j)+_(s(wm& j))]
+ :
m&1
j=0
[#(w j)+#(g(wm& j&1))]
=arg &1+arg &2 # S1.
This proves Z2m=\Z0 if &1=\&2 as desired.
The other cases are treated similarly. K
In addition to the classical notion of n-periodic solutions having n inter-
sections with Kin , we define generalized n~ -periodic solutions which corre-
spond to n~ -periodic discrete orbits of p(=, } ). As a consequence we have
y(x+T )=T: y(x) for all x, where T is the generalized period and : # S1.
If :=2k?m with k, m # N then this orbit is also strictly n~ m-periodic with
the period mT. If :(2?) is irrational, then we have a quasiperiodic solution.
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Using the local factorized maps s and g from above we are now able to
find periodic, quasiperiodic and chaotic dynamics. Here we only give a
short discussion of the 1-periodic orbits, which are obtained by studying
the intersection of Fix g(=, } ) and Fix s. For ==0 we immediately obtain an
infinite sequence of points in Fix g(=, } ) & Fix s having the expansion
w(k)rev=\
$
- 1+b2
e&(?k+:(b))| \1b++O(e&2?k|) for k  ,
where :(b)= 12 arc tan(2b(1&b
2)). Half of these points belong to Case 1
and half to the Case 2 of the theorem above, since we have &k=(&1)k &0 .
For small ={0 finitely many of these points survive. In particular the
number of 1-periodic orbits goes to infinity for |=|  0.
The existence of reversible n-periodic orbits with n2 can also be
deduced using arguments as above for the n-pulse solutions or as in
[KaM96]. Thus we obtain infinitely many one-parameter families of n-peri-
odic orbits.
It is interesting to note that we also obtain non-reversible 1-periodic
orbits for the Poincare map p. To this end we use the truncated return map
g^(w)=1w for the case ==0. Then g^ and s are odd mappings and we obtain
fixed points of p^= g^ b s by intersecting the fixed point sets of (& g^) and
(&s). Again we obtain an infinite sequence, but now the points lie on the
straight line w1+bw2=0. We obtain the exact formula
w^(k)=\
$
- 1+b2
e&(?k+?2+:(b))| \ 1&b+
for the fixed points w^(k)= p^(w(k)). Persistence of these fixed points as fixed
points of p= g b s follows from the implicit function theorem by using that
Ak&I is invertible where Ak=Dw p^(w^(k)). In fact, Ak is independent of k,
det Ak=1 and tr Ak=2&2|(b&1b){2 (recall |>0 and 0<b{1).
Thus for ==0 we have found infinitely many non-reversible fixed points
w(k)nonrev=w^
(k)+O(e&2?k|) of p(0, } ). These points correspond to generalized
1-periodic orbits and there is no reason to expect that these solutions are
strictly periodic.
For the reversible fixed points the Jacobian Dwp(0, w (k)rev) also has deter-
minant 1, but the trace is 2+2|(b&1b)+O(e&?k|). Hence, we conclude
that for |>0 and 0<b{1 the reversible or the non-reversible fixed points
of p(0, } ) are hyperbolic. Numerical experiments for small |b&1| small
show clearly, that there are transversal heteroclinic connections between
these hyperbolic points, see Fig. 1. Moreover, the numerics show that
chaotic regions are separated by invariant circles which correspond to
quasiperiodic solutions. For larger |b&1| numerics indicate that most
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orbits of p^= g^ b s are unbounded, but nevertheless there exist bounded
invariant sets which can carry chaotic dynamics.
Both plots in Fig. 1 are obtained for the model map p^ with ==0 and
|=?. The left plot is obtained with b=0.94, and there is a visible sequence
of bounded chaotic invariant sets embedded into each other, shrinking to
the origin and separated by quasiperiodic orbits. The right plot is obtained
with b=0.9 there are no separating orbits and there is an unbounded
chaotic web with fractal structure instead. Certainly in the visible lacunars
there are other invariant sets with possibly chaotic dynamics on them.
Small, slightly visible triangles and boxes denote hyperbolic and elliptic
fixed points respectively. For parameters (=, |, b)=(0, 0.1, 0.745) corre-
sponding to cGL problem we get a picture that qualitatively is the same as
the left one, but the scaling parameter e10?r4.1 } 1013 is so large that at
certain ranges of the variable w we can’t observe chaotic attractors and see
something similar to that on Fig. 2 of [KaM96].
Another proof of chaotic behavior in the Poincare map p= g b s with
==0 is given in the last section of [Mie90]. This proof starts from the
construction of special periodic orbits which are non-trivially linked to the
primary homoclinic orbits. Using knot theoretical arguments the existence
of chaotic dynamics can be concluded.
4. CALCULATION OF 1 AND a
In this section we want to show how a and 1 in the canonical form
(2.21) of the global map g can be calculated. This will be achieved by
generalizing ideas from [MHO92] which apply to the linearized equation
(2.2) around the primary homoclinic orbit H0 . Thus, we will be able to
check the transversality conditions for the complex GinzburgLandau
equation (2.3) numerically. In particular, we obtain exact numbers for the
normal-form coefficients c and b in (2.22).
This part of the analysis will mainly use real coordinates, thus we recall
u=R( y1 , y2) and set v= R(z1 , z2) for the local normal-form coordinates.
By ,x(=, v(0))=v(x) and x(=, u(0))=u(x) we denote the flow maps
,x , x : R4  R4 of be the flows of (2.7), rewritten in real coordinates,
and of (2.2), respectively. The normal-form transformation (2.6) written in
real coordinates is v=M(=, u), and it preserves the symmetry and the
reversibility.
We choose {>0 such that M(0, H0({)) # Kin and M(0, H0(&{)) # Kout
and define the map
6(=, \, v)=(M b 2{+\ b M &1)(=, RR v)
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which maps a neighborhood of Kin into another neighborhood of Kin . Via
x this map includes the global information of the flow in a tubular
neighborhood along H0 which is not contained in the normal form. By the
construction 6 has SO(2)-symmetry T: 6=6 b T: for : # S1 and is revers-
ible with 6 b 6=id. Moreover we have the expansion
6(=, \, H 0({)+u~ )=H 0({)+=l+Lu~ +\H4 0({)+O(=2+\2+|u~ |2), (4.1)
where L # R4_4 and l # R4 satisfy L2=I, det L=1 and Ll+l=0. Without
loss of generality we may assume H 0({)=R(0, $), compare (2.9).
We first show that L and l contain all the information on 1 and a and
then we give analytic expressions for them using infinite integrals over
x # R of Melnikov type which can be calculated numerically.
4.1. Reduction to the Factorized Global Map g
By differentiation of 6(0, 2\, T: H 0({+\))=T:H 0({+\) with respect
to : and \ and by using H 0({+\)=R(0, $ e&*\) we find the relation
L R(0, i:+*\)= R(0, i:&*\) for :, \ # R. Writing L=(
L1
L3
L2
L4
) with L j #
R2_2 gives L2=0 and L4=( &1&2|
0
1).
The global map G: Kin  Kin is obtained from 6 by restriction to Kin
and by adjusting the travel time 2{+\ with \=\^(=, u~ ) such that
6(=, \^(=, u~ ), H0({)+u~ ) # K in . From (2.16) we know that g(=, w) is obtained
by evaluating the first two components 61 # R2 of 6=(61 , 62) # R4 in the
form
Rg(=, R w)=&061(=, \^(=, R(w, 0)), R(w, $))+O(=2+|w|2),
where &0=e&i#(0, 0) is the parity of the primary orbit.
At lowest order the travel time correction \^ does not enter into 61 .
Thus, by comparison with R g(=, Rw)==a+1 R w+O(=2+|w|2) we obtain
the identities
1=&0L1 and a=&0 l1 ,
where l=(l1 , l2) # R4 with l1 , l2 # R2.
Notice that the eigenvalue &1 of L is two-fold but only one of the eigen-
vectors is relevant for constructing a # R2. To demonstrate this we use
properties of the matrix L=( L1L3
0
L4
). Choose g\j , f
\
j # R
2 j=1, 4 such that
Lj f \j =\f
\
j , L
T
j g
\
j =\g
\
j , | f
\
j |=1, ( f
\
j , g
\
j ) R2=1 and ( f

j , g
\
j ) R2
=0. Then from L2=I (which implies L3 L1+L4L3=0) we find ;, # # R
such that the vectors Vj , Wk # R4 defined via V1=( f +1 , #f
&
4 ), V2=(0,
f +4 ), V3=( f
&
1 , &;f
+
4 ), V4=(0, f
&
4 ), and W1=(g
+
1 , 0), W2=
(;g&1 , g
+
4 ), W3=(g
&
1 , 0), W4=(#g
+
1 , g
&
4 ) are eigenvectors of L and L
T,
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respectively, to the eigenvalues 1, 1, &1, &1, and form a biorthogonal set:
(Vj , Wk) R 4=$j, k . This implies
a=&0 c0 f &1 with c0=(l1 , g
&
1 ) =(l, W3). (4.2)
An alternative calculation of c0 using a certain Melnikov integral is given
in Section 5.
4.2. Calculation of L
This calculation can be done with ==0. Define 9(x)=Du x(0, R H0(0))
using the linearization of (2.2) around RH0(x) via
94 =C(x)9 with 9(0)=I, C(x)=Du f (0, R H0(x)). (4.3)
Since H 0(x&{)=R(&0 $e*x, 0) for x0, H 0(x+{)=R(0, $e&*x) for x0,
and RH 0(x)=M(0, RH0(x)) the linearization of (2.7) along H 0 gives the
real system
84 =C*8 with C*= R \*0
0
&*+ ,
(4.4)
8(x) 8(!)&1= R \e
*(x&!)
0
0
e&*(x&!)+ .
Note that we avoid to use 8(x) for x # (&{, {) since there H 0 is not
defined.
For x, !{ we have M(0, x(0, RH0(0)))=,x&!(0, M(0, !(0, R H0(0)))
and differentiation gives N(x) 9(x)=8(x) 8(!)&1 N(!) 9(!) with N(x)=
DvM(0, R H0(x)). It follows that the real matrix
B(!)=8(!)&1 N(!) 9(!) (4.5)
is in fact independent of !{, and we denote it by B+ # R4_4. To follow
the global part of H0(x) we consider 2{(0, R H0(&{))={(0, &(&{)
(0, R H0(&{)). Therefore the matrix L in (4.1) takes the form N({) 9({)
9(&{)&1 N(&{)&1 RR which gives by reversibility and the definition of
B+ the formula
L=8({) B+ R R B&1+ 8({)
&1.
Since 8({) is explicitly known, it remains to find B+ , which can be
managed as follows. We know 9(x) explicitly by solving the linear system
(4.3). The normal-form transformation v=M(0, u) can be written as
v=u+ R 33(0, u)+O( |u|5), (4.6)
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where 33(0, u) is the homogeneous part of 3(0, u) (polynomial) of the order
3. Thus, N(x)=[I+N2(x)+O(e&4x)] with N2(x)=Du 33(0, R H0(x)).
Finally B+ takes the form
B+=8(x)&1 [I+N2(x)+O(e&4x)] 9(x), x{. (4.7)
Since 9(x) and 8(x) grow only like ex it is clear that, when omitting the
term of order O(e&4x), the function on the right-hand side converges to B+
with the error bounded by O(e&2x). Thus, B+ can be obtained numerically
by evaluating the right-hand side for sufficiently large x.
It should be remarked that the normal-form transformation up to order
3 is necessary only to calculate the coefficient b in (2.22). The transversality
condition c{0 can be checked by calculating the integral in (5.2) and thus
avoids the convergence problem in finding B+ . In fact, the general idea to
find B+ (see Section 2.3 in [MHO92]) is to consider 9 (x)=e&C*x9(x)
which satisfies
94 =C (x) 9 with C (x)=e&C*x(C(x)&C*) eC*x.
If the matrix function C (x) would decay to 0 exponentially for x  , then
we would obtain B+=limx   9 (x). However, C (x) decays only after the
normal-form transformation which eliminates the non-resonant cubic terms
in the vector field f (0, u).
4.3. Calculation of l
The vector l is obtained using the linear inhomogeneous system
y* =C(x) y+m(x) with m(x)== f (0, R H0(x)) (4.8)
which is the first order perturbation in =. Since = only appears in (2.1)
through F(=, Y, Y )=O( |Y |3) we have m(x)=O(e&3 |x|), and there is a
particular solution
q(x)=9(x) |
x
&
9(!)&1 m(!) d!, (4.9)
to (4.8) which obviously decays at least like ex for x  &. Thus, the
perturbed stable manifold in v-coordinates for x{ is
V=(x)=M(=, R H0(x)+=q(x)+=9(x) B&1+ 8({)
&1 (a~ V2+c~ V4)+O(=2))
= RH 0(x)+=N(x)[q(x)+9(x) B&1+ 8({)
&1 (a~ V2+c~ V4)
+=M(0, R H0(x))]+O(=2),
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where a~ , c~ # R. The vectors Vj are the eigenvectors of L defined at the end
of Section 4.1. Notice that V1 , V3 are irrelevant as they correspond to
solutions that grow with x  &.
Recall that ,x(=, v) is the flow of (2.7) and V=({)=,{&x(=, V=(x)).
Expanding in powers of = and comparing with (4.1) gives the formula
l==V==0({)
=8({) 8(x)&1 N(x)[q(x)+=M(0, R H0(x))]+a~ V2+c~ V4 . (4.10)
Since the nonlinear part of the normal-form transformation starts from
terms of the order 3 it follows =M(0, R H0(x))=O(e&3x). Thus, with the
use of (4.5) and (4.10) the vector l # R4 in (4.1) takes the form l=
8({) B(x) x& 9(!)
&1 m(!) d!+c~ V4+O(e&2x). Notice that a~ =0 since
Ll+l=0. With x   we find convergence like e&2x to the limit
l=l +c~ V4 , where l =8({) B+ l with l =|

&
9(!)&1 m(!) d!.
By reversibility we have l =R 9(&!)&1 m(&!) d! = R R R 9(!)&1
RR(&R R m(!)) d!=&R R l . That is why it suffices to calculate l +=
0 9(!)
&1 m(!) d! and we find l =l +&R R l + . This implies Ll +l =0.
Finally we have l1=l 1 # R2 and c0=(l , W3).
4.4. Application to the Complex GinzburgLandau Equation
Finally we apply the above arguments to the complex GinzburgLandau
equation as given in (1.1) and (2.3). Clearly we can define ( y1 , y2)=
(A4 +*A, A4 &*A) and immediately obtain the desired form of (2.1). To
calculate 1 and a in (2.21) through (4.1) we have to do the normal-form
transformation shown in (4.6). Then the calculation of B+ and l + as
indicated is straight forward and was done with a standard RungeKutta
solver. The convergence of B+ as given in (4.7) as well as the identity
Ll+l=0 served as good checks of the correctness of the result.
The numerical results are done as a parameter study in the regime
| # [0, 11]. The coefficients c(|) and b(|) in the canonical form (2.22) of
g(=, w) are plotted in Fig. 4. However, our numerics is not really reliable for
|>10. We find b(0)=1 and then an exponential decay to 0 with b(|)r
0.519e&- 2 |. For c(|) we obtain c(|)=#|+O(|3) for small | with
#r45. Then c remains positive until it reaches its first zero |1 r8.032, and
the second zero appears at |2 r9.51. Since c: [0, )  R is an analytic
function which does not vanish identically, it follows that it can only have
a discrete set [|1 , |2 , ...] of zeros. This set which might be finite or count-
able, where in the latter case |j   for j  .
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FIG. 4. The functions log(b(|)) and asinh(c(|)).
In the next section we show that the zeros |j give rise to bifurcations of
1-homoclinic orbits.
5. MELNIKOV INTEGRAL AND BIFURCATION OF
1-HOMOCLINIC SOLUTIONS
Finally we want to show that the coefficient c in the normal form (2.22)
can be calculated using a kind of Melnikov theory. This is in contrast to
the coefficient b>0 in (2.22) which is relevant to the analysis of multi-pulse
orbits. Moreover we show that in a two-parameter problem u* = f (=, |, u)
where the basic homoclinic solution is H0, |( } ) and for each | the previous
theory applies we obtain a bifurcation of 1-homoclinic solutions at the
points |* where c(|) changes sign.
The classical Melnikov theory uses the adjoint variational equation
z* =&C(x)T z with C(x)=Du f (0, RH0(x)) (5.1)
which has solutions z(x)=9(x)&T z(0). Our aim now is to express c0 in
the form
c0=|
R
(z*(!), m(!)) R4 d! (5.2)
with m(!) from (4.8) and where z*(x) is a suitable exponentially decaying
solution to (5.1). This is the way to avoid the question of convergence of
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the integral in the definition of l if the matrix J in (2.1) depends on = and
m(x) decays only as e&|x|.
The vector l1 in l=(l1 , l2) defined in Section 4.1 is a multiple of f &1 i.e.
l1=c0 f &1 with c0 given by (4.2). Inserting the definition of l and inter-
changing R and ( } , } )R 4 we arrive at
c0=|
R
(W3 , 8({) B+9(!)&1 m(!)) R 4 d!=|
R
(9(!)&T z0*, m(!)) R4 d!
with z0*=BT+8({)
T W3 .
Lemma 5.1. The function z*(x)=9(x)&T z0* is a solution to the adjoint
problem (5.1), satisfies the parity condition z*(&x)=&&0 RRTz*(x), and is
exponentially decaying for |x|  .
Proof. The construction of L implies that one of the eigenvalues &1 of
L is associated to H4 0(x)=9(x) H4 0(0)=9(x) B&1+ 8({)
&1 V4 . The solu-
tions of the adjoint problem (5.1) with z*(&x)=&&0 RRTz*(x) are given
by z(x)=9(x)&T BT+8({)
T (aW3+bW4). The Fredholm theory (see
[CHMP80, Pal84]) applied to the operator K: y [ y* &C(x) y and its
(formally) adjoint KT : z [ &z* &C(x)T z as mappings from C1b(R, R
4) into
C0b(R, R
4) shows that there exists (a, b){0 such that z(x) is bounded. For
this (a, b) consider
(z(x), H4 0(x)) R 4
=(9(x)&T BT+8({)
T (aW3+bW4),
9(x) B&1+ 8({)
&1 V4) R 4
=a(W3 , V4) R4+b (W4 , V4) R4=b.
Since z( } ) is bounded and H4 0( } ) decays exponentially, we conclude that
b=0; and thus z*(x)=9(x)&T z0* is bounded and hence decays exponen-
tially. K
Since c0 can be defined using integral (5.2) we can allow for the linear
part of f (=, u) to depend on = with the obvious changes in calculations of
c0 . Moreover, we are in the position to consider a smooth two-parameter
problem
u* = f (=, |, u), u # R4, |=|=0 , | # (|0 , |1) (5.3)
which satisfies the assumptions of the previous analysis for each | #
(|0 , |1). In particular, we suppose that for ==0 there exist a smooth one-
parameter family of 1-homoclinic orbits H0, |( } ) such that the coefficients
c(|) and b(|) are well defined.
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Using the above characterization of c(|) a straightforward application of
the LiapunovSchmidt reduction in problems with symmetry gives the
following bifurcation result for 1-homoclinic solutions. We prove the same
result with the use of the factorized Poincare map p= g b s constructed
above.
Theorem 5.2. If under the above assumptions there exist |* # (|0 , |1)
with c(|*)=0 and (dd|) c(|*){0, then there exist =
*
>0 and a function
0: (&=
*
, =
*
)  (|0 , |1) such that (5.3) with |=0(=) has a family of
1-homoclinic solutions T:H =, 0(=)( } ), : # S1, satisfying
sup
x # R
|H =, 0(=)(x)&H0, 0(=)(x)|C |=|
for a suitable constant C>0.
Proof. According to Theorem 3.2 there is a 1-homoclinic solution to
(5.3) if and only if 0 # Fix g(=, |, } ), where the involution g(=, |, } ) now
depends on an additional parameter |. According to Lemma 2.5 this is
equivalent to looking for solutions of the scalar equation 0=+(=, |, 0, 0).
From the existence of the family H0, |( } ) of primary 1-homoclinic solutions
it follows that +(=, |, 0) = =+^(=, |, 0) = =(&b(|) c(|) + O(=)). Since
+^(0, |*, 0)=0 and | +^(=, |*, 0)=&b(|*)(dd|) c(|*){0 the implicit
function theorem applied to +^(=, |, 0)=0 gives the desired result. K
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